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Abstract

Introduction. Discussions of colorectal cancer (CRC) screening with older adults should be individualized to maxi-
mize appropriate screening. Our aim was to describe CRC screening discussions and explore their associations with
patient characteristics and screening intentions. Methods. Cross-sectional survey of 422 primary care patients aged
�70 years and eligible for CRC screening, including open-ended questions about CRC screening discussions.
Primary outcomes were the frequency with which CRC screening discussions occurred, who had those discussions,
and the domains that emerged from thematic analysis of participants’ brief reports of their discussions. We also
examined the associations between 1) patient characteristics and whether a screening discussion occurred and 2) the
domains discussed and what screening decisions were made. Results. Of 422 participants, 209 reported having discus-
sions and 201 responded to open-ended questions about CRC discussions. In a regression analysis, several factors
were associated with increased odds of having a discussion: participants’ preference to pursue screening (odds ratio
[OR] 2.3, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.3, 3.9), good health (OR 2.9, 95% CI 1.7, 4.8), and receipt of the decision
aid (OR 2.1, 95% CI 1.4, 3.2). Our thematic analysis identified five domains related to discussion content and three
related to discussion process. The CRC screening–related information domain was the most commonly discussed
content domain, and the timing/frequency domain was associated with increased odds of intent to pursue screening.
Decision-making role, the most commonly discussed process domain, was associated with increased odds of the
intent to forgo CRC screening. Conclusions and Relevance. CRC screening discussions varied by type of participant
and content. Future work is needed to determine if interventions focused on specific domains alters the appropriate-
ness of participants’ colorectal cancer screening intentions.
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Guidelines recommend colorectal cancer (CRC) screen-
ing for all adults aged 50 to 75 years, but encourage indi-
vidualized decision making for patients aged 76 to 85
years, with screening only recommended for those most
likely to benefit.1 Despite the recommendations, current
evidence shows that some adults �75 years continue to
receive inappropriate screening: those likely to benefit
from screening do not receive screening and those

unlikely to benefit do.2 In fact, evidence suggests that
CRC screening is likely not helpful in those in their early
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70s in very poor health.3 Individualized decision making
provides a mechanism to maximize the benefit and mini-
mize the harms from CRC screening in this population.
One important component of individualized decision
making for CRC screening in adults 70 and older is
patient–provider communication.4 Hence, an important
and little-explored target for increasing individualized
CRC screening in this population may be improving the
quality of patient–provider discussions about CRC
screening. To date, however, little is known about the
extent to which these discussions occur among older
adults or the content of these discussions to identify clear
targets for improvement.

On the patient side of a discussion, patients’ personal
values, worries, health status, cancer risk, and other fac-
tors may hinder or augment individualized CRC screening
decisions.5–7 Other issues like potential side effects of the
screening tests, the logistics of screening (screening process
and barriers), and test characteristics like false positives
also appear to influence final screening decisions.7–10

Additionally, one small study of older adults aged 63 to 91
showed that if older adults’ primary care providers recom-
mended that they forgo screening, this recommendation
would jeopardize their trust in that provider.11 Patients of
all ages often lack basic knowledge about CRC screen-
ing,12 which can lead to uninformed decisions about
whether or not to participate in screening.13 Non–evi-
dence-based factors, such as personal exposure to a nonre-
lated individual who had colorectal cancer, increases
patients’ preference to pursue CRC screening.14 In fact, a

study of 399 adults aged 65 and older visiting their pri-
mary care providers found that accessing evidence-based
information about CRC screening prior to their visit had
no impact on screening preference.15 Therefore, while
patient characteristics seem important to screening inten-
tions, it is unclear exactly how they affect the CRC screen-
ing discussions with providers and whether discussions
affect patients’ screening intentions.

Medical providers also play a vital role in discussing
and individualizing CRC screening decisions, but provi-
ders rarely have in-depth discussions about screening
issues. In a mixed-methods study of 65 primary care pro-
viders, providers rarely explored the risks and benefits of
CRC screening or patients’ preferences about screen-
ing.16 In fact, a study of 11,427 US patients aged 50 to 75
found that the most common reason for failing to pursue
screening was that patients were unaware they needed it.
Additionally, when patients chose screening, their physi-
cians did not help them decide which form of CRC screen-
ing they wanted.17 While a qualitative study of 103 primary
care providers identified discussions with patients as a facili-
tator of screening,14 these discussions rarely encouraged
patient participation in the decision-making process.18 It is
well established that provider recommendations for CRC
screening are strongly associated with receipt of screening,14

and lack of a recommendation is associated with a lack of
screening.19 A downside of recommendations can occur
when provider recommendations run counter to older
patients’ likelihood of benefit. Patients will often defer to
providers and may yield to recommendations unlikely to
benefit them.20 The limited evidence available suggests that
provider engagement in the discussion process may be
important to the screening decision.

Unfortunately, most of the studies of CRC screening
discussions included small numbers of adults aged 70
and older for whom individualized decision making is
recommended.5–10,17 While these studies help us under-
stand CRC screening discussions for middle-aged adults,
they do little to inform our understanding of whether or
how discussions occur in older adults. It is unclear if
findings in younger populations where screening is uni-
versally recommended will hold true in older popula-
tions. Furthermore, much of the research noted above
was conducted before the US Preventive Services Task
Force (USPSTF) guideline changes regarding older
adults in 2008 recommended individualized decision
making.6,7,14,19 We sought to address these issues by
including open-ended questions about CRC screening
discussions among participants in a randomized con-
trolled trial (RCT) of a CRC screening decision aid
(DA). The main purpose of the study reported here was
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to describe how many older adult patients had CRC
screening discussions and these adults’ perceptions of
these discussions. We also sought to explore whether
patient characteristics were associated with CRC screen-
ing discussion occurrence, as well as associations between
discussion domains and screening intentions. Last, given
that available data suggest discussions may be important
to screening intentions, we also sought to explore how
often discussions may have led to shifts in participants’
preferences for inappropriate screening toward appropri-
ate screening intentions.

Methods

Study Design

The parent RCT was conducted within a primary care
research consortium among patients who were scheduled
to see their primary care provider from December 2012
to May 2014 to assess the effects of a CRC screening DA
for older adults. Participants were randomized to receive
either a targeted CRC screening DA or an attention con-
trol pamphlet about driving safety. The RCT included a
series of five surveys: an eligibility survey, a baseline sur-
vey, a postintervention survey, a postvisit survey, and a
6-month follow-up survey.21 Pertinent to this study, par-
ticipants received the baseline survey in the clinic on the
day of that appointment. They were then randomized to
receive the DA or attention control. Participants then
saw their provider, after which they completed the post-
visit survey, which included one of two possible open-
ended questions about CRC discussions. Research assis-
tants wrote down brief summaries of participants’ verbal
responses to open-ended questions. Participants received
up to $50 for participating in the RCT. The study was
approved by the Duke University and University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill Institutional Review
Boards.

Participants

The RCT included primary care patients aged 70 to 85
years who were not up-to-date with CRC screening,
defined as having no evidence of fecal occult blood test
within 1 year or sigmoidoscopy within 5 years, previous
negative colonoscopy �10 years ago, or a negative colo-
noscopy �5 years ago that showed hyperplastic
polyps.22,23 The rationale for including patients with
polyps is that their risk of CRC is similar to those with-
out polyps with the same potential risk of harms.
Additionally, older adults were eligible if they were flu-
ent English-speakers and able to use the printed

intervention. Participants were assigned to one of three
health states (good, intermediate, or poor) based on their
Charlson Comorbidity Index score and age.24 The RCT
closed recruitment to a health state once 150 individuals
were enrolled in that health state. Exclusion criteria
included possible dementia (assessed via a three-item
recall and three-item orientation screener given prior to
consent)25 or a previous history of colorectal cancer or
inflammatory bowel disease.

Survey Measures

The baseline and postvisit surveys, including demo-
graphic questions and Likert-type statements, were
developed by the authors. The 24-item baseline survey
included patient characteristics and two patient prefer-
ence questions. The 31-item postvisit survey contained
the short form of the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy
in Medicine (SF-REALM)26 and asked participants to
complete the sit-to-stand test.27 They also answered one
of two brief open-ended questions about their CRC
screening discussion, depending on whether they made a
cancer screening decision.

Participant Characteristics. Participants were asked
about their general preference for decision making using a
modified shared-decision making question28 and a ques-
tion about CRC screening preferences: ‘‘Thinking about
colon cancer screening, which option would you choose
at this time?’’ Response options were the following: pre-
fer to be screened, would prefer NOT to be screened, or
were unsure/don’t know. An appropriate CRC screening
preference was defined as 1) a preference to pursue CRC
screening for participants in good health state; 2) any
preference for a participant in an intermediate health
state; and 3) a preference to forgo CRC screening in the
poor health state.

Discussion Measures. We asked participants who
reported that they intended to either pursue or forgo
CRC screening the open-ended question, ‘‘Tell me about
how you and your doctor came to that decision?’’ The
participants who did not reach a decision regarding CRC
screening were asked, ‘‘What led you and your doctor to
not make a decision about colon cancer screening?’’
Participants who did not have a discussion were not
asked about why they did not discuss CRC screening.
Verbal responses to these questions were summarized by
the research assistant and written down. Responses var-
ied from a few words to a few sentences. We collapsed
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the responses to these two questions into one response
set for our discussion analysis and placed participants
into 3 groups: 1) intention to pursue screening, 2) inten-
tion to forgo screening, and 3) no decision was made.
Because the RCT expected to enroll more than 400 parti-
cipants, we chose to add just these questions to prevent
overburdening the participants, while still providing a
broad description of discussions.

CRC Screening Intention. Because we also wanted to
examine the appropriateness of their intentions, we devel-
oped a new measure of appropriate CRC screening inten-
tion. CRC screening intention was defined as intention to
pursue CRC screening for participants in good health
state, discussion about CRC screening for participants in
the intermediate health state, and as intention to forgo
CRC screening in the poor health state. The idea of
appropriate CRC screening is predicated on the idea that
CRC screening for older adults is only appropriate if they
will live long enough to see benefit, as recommended by
the USPSTF.1

Data Analyses

We organized the presentation of the study analysis and
results to follow the natural timeline of a CRC screening
decision, from previsit characteristics to during-the-visit
discussions to postvisit intentions. Quantitative responses
were analyzed using SAS v9.4.

Analyses of Patient Characteristics. We used descriptive
statistics to describe patient characteristics of the entire
sample. We sought to explore possible associations with
discussions. For the purposes of this study, we treated
the intervention assignment as an independent variable
that occurred before the medical visit and screening dis-
cussion. We first used descriptive statistics to determine
the frequency of patients who reported having a discus-
sion. We then explored the associations between these
characteristics and participants’ report of whether or not
a discussion took place using bivariable linear regression
modeling. Characteristics with a bivariable association
of P \ 0.15 were included in a multivariable model. We
then used a backward selection process to eliminate non-
significant variables until the multivariable model was
finalized. Only characteristics that were still significant at
a P \ 0.05 were included in the final model. We also
explored how many participants who had inappropriate
screening preferences—as determined by our a priori
categorization scheme—had appropriate screening inten-
tions after a discussion. In this portion of the analysis,

we excluded those who received the DA in order to iso-
late the effect of a discussion without the influence of the
DA. We examined how many patients who initially pre-
ferred not to be screened but would likely benefit
intended to pursue screening, and how many who ini-
tially preferred screening but would likely not benefit
intended to forgo screening.

Discussion Domains. We also described participants’
report of their discussions. Similar to our previous
work,29,30 we first independently coded the open-ended
responses from the survey into qualitative domains.
Though familiar with previous literature on the CRC
screening discussions, we used a ‘‘naı̈ve’’ or ‘‘conven-
tional’’ thematic analysis of the open-ended responses to
ensure we did not ignore potentially important domains
undiscovered in prior work.31–33 Two researchers (CK
and AS) then independently read all of the transcripts
for domains and developed a framework for coding the
responses, including overarching domains, domains, and
subdomains. The domains were refined and revised
based on readings by the two researchers. Final domains
were reviewed and agreed on by the research group. The
two researchers then independently coded the open-
ended responses, with the assistance of a third coder
(CG). Coding discrepancies were discussed with the
group and resolved by consensus over several months.34

In addition to describing the domains, we also conducted
limited quantitative analysis for each domain, including
means, proportions, and standard errors, as is common
in this type of research.35

Intention to Screen Analyses. Last, because we sought to
understand the context of CRC screening discussions, we
conducted several exploratory analyses. We used descrip-
tive statistics to assess the frequency of each discussion
domains that might be associated with screening inten-
tions. These exploratory associations were unadjusted
for confounding and were performed to explore the data
for possible trends requiring further study. We looked at
the associations between the overall content and process
domains and intention to be screened using a bivariate
analysis. We then explored these domains for differences
in their screening intentions using a Pearson’s chi-square
test, if the cell sizes allowed comparison.

Results

Participant Characteristics

Of the 422 participants in the study, 209 reported discus-
sions about CRC screening and 213 reported no
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discussion. Of the 209 participants with discussions, 201
had brief reports about their discussions (Table 1).
Participants were aged 75.9 years on average. About
60% of participants were White and about 70% had at
least some college education. Almost 50% preferred to
make medical decisions together with their doctor, as
opposed to either making the decision by themselves or
letting the doctor make their decisions. After their dis-
cussions, 46% (n = 93) of participants intended to pur-
sue screening, 21% (n = 42) intended to forgo screening,
and 23% (n = 46) did not make a decision.

Associations Between Patient Characteristics
and Occurrence of CRC Screening Discussions

Among all 422 participants in the study, in bivariate
analysis, health literacy, health state, CRC screening

preference, and receipt of the DA were associated with
having a CRC screening discussion. Age was also associ-
ated, but as it is a component of health state, we did not
include it in the final model. In multivariable logistic
regression analysis, several factors had greater odds of
having a CRC screening discussion, including partici-
pants who preferred to pursue screening (odds ratio [OR]
2.3, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.3, 3.9), were in good
health (OR 2.9, 95% CI 1.7, 4.8), and those who had
received the DA (OR 2.1, 95% CI 1.4, 3.2).

Associations Between Inappropriate CRC
Screening Preferences and Discussions

Focusing on participants who 1) at baseline had inap-
propriate CRC screening preferences (i.e., had prefer-
ences that conflicted with the likelihood of benefit from

Table 1. Participant Characteristics, n (%)

Characteristics
Total

(N = 422)

Discussed CRC

Screening
(n = 209)

Did Not
Discuss CRC

Screening
(n = 213) P Value

Age, mean (SD) 76.8 (4.2) 75.9 (4.2) 77.7 (4.1) \0.001
Female 248 (59) 125 (60) 122 (57) 0.6
Race
White or Caucasian 335 (79) 166 (60) 122 (57) 0.7
Black or African American 76 (18) 36 (17) 39 (18)
Asian American 8 (2) 5 (2) 3 (1)
Other 8 (2) 2 (1) 6 (3)

Hispanic 7 (2) 2 (1) 5 (2) 0.45
Educational status
Some high school or less 30 (7) 15 (7) 15 (7) 0.38
12th grade graduation 95 (22) 50 (24) 43 (20)
Some college or associate’s degree 97 (23) 44 (21) 53 (25)
College degree 90 (21) 41 (20) 49 (23)
Masters, PhD, JD, MD, or other advanced degree 112 (26) 59 (28) 53 (25)

Literacy score, mean (8-item SF-REALM) 6.8 (0.8) 6.9 (1) 6.7 (1) 0.05
Health group
Good 149 (35) 95 (46) 54 (25) \0.0001
Intermediate 150 (35) 68 (33) 81 (38)
Poor 125 (30) 46 (22) 78 (37)

General decision making preference
Prefers to make the decision alone 79 (19) 38 (18) 41 (19) 0.48
Prefers to make the decision with help from doctor 122 (29) 62 (30) 59 (28)
Prefers to make the decision together with doctor 198 (47) 100 (48) 98 (46)
Prefers that doctor make the decision with the participant’s help 14 (3) 8 (4) 6 (3)
Prefers that the doctor make the decision alone 10 (2) 1 (1) 9 (4)

Colorectal cancer screening preference
Prefers to get screened 221 (53) 134 (64) 87 (41) \0.001
Prefers NOT to get screened 113 (27) 42 (20) 71 (34)
Unsure 87 (21) 33 (16) 53 (25)

Received decision aid 212 (50) 122 (58) 89 (42) \0.001

SF-REALM, short form of the Rapid Estimate of Adult Literacy in Medicine.
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screening) and 2) did not receive the DA, of those who
preferred to forgo screening but were likely to benefit, hav-
ing a discussion shifted 5 of 12 participants (42%) toward
an intention to pursue screening. Of those who preferred
to pursue screening but were unlikely to benefit, 5 of 14
participants (36%) who had discussions changed their
minds and intended not to pursue screening.

Domains of CRC Screening Discussions

We organized patient responses to each of the open-
ended questions into two overarching domain categories:
content and process domains (Table 2). We defined con-
tent domains as the information, facts, or issues that par-
ticipants talked about as being important to the CRC
screening discussion. The overarching content domain
category included five domains: patient’s medical history,
CRC screening-related information, timing/frequency of
screening, environmental constraints on ability to pursue
CRC screening, and patients’ values toward screening,
each of which had multiple subdomains. Process domains
were defined as ‘‘when participants spoke about how the
discussion proceeded or the process by which a decision
was made.’’ We identified three process domains, each of
which also had multiple subdomains: the decision-making
roles of patients and providers, the communication format
of the discussion or decision, and insufficient time to have
a discussion. Overall, out of 201 participant responses, we
found 252 mentions of one of the five content domains
(mean of 1.25 6 0.76 per participant response) and 136
mentions of one of the three process domains (mean of
0.68 6 0.52 per participant response) (Table 3). More par-
ticipants mentioned content domains than process
domains: 172 participants (86%) mentioned one or more
content domains (60 of whom mentioned only content
domains) and 131 (65%) mentioned one or more process
domains (19 of whom mentioned only process domains).

Content Domains

Each content domain included at least two subdomains
(Table 2). When discussing their personal medical his-
tories, participants referenced their gastrointestinal his-
tories, general medical problems, family history, and age
and life expectancy. CRC screening-related information
included six subdomains: CRC screening as part of gen-
eral preventive care, CRC screening-related process
issues, type of CRC screening discussed, risks and bene-
fits of CRC screening, specific mention of using guide-
lines or statistics, and need to wait for prior CRC
screening results. Reports of timing/frequency of

screening varied from the perception that they were up-
to-date with screening, to needing screening again based
on a particular time interval, to being overdue for screen-
ing. Environmental constraints also arose in participants’
reports of their discussions, primarily including financial
and transportation issues. Last, participants talked about
their personal values toward screening, both positive and
negative.

Table 3 shows how often each type of content domain
was reported. Ninety participants discussed the CRC
screening-related information content domain, 72
participants discussed timing/frequency issues, and 70
participants discussed their personal medical history.
Participants also reported discussing content inconsistent
with current screening guidelines across multiple
domains. Participants reported non–guideline-based
age cutoffs and screening frequencies, as exemplified
by the statement, ‘‘We discussed my age as a factor,
that there’s no need to repeat it after 70 if it’s all nor-
mal, though you could repeat it every 10 years instead
of every five.’’ They also mentioned friends and other
genetically unrelated family members with a history of
colorectal cancer screening as important to their discus-
sions, such as ‘‘I told my doctor I’d like a colonoscopy. . .
. My husband passed away from colon cancer.’’ Last,
they also reported discussions of symptoms as a reason
for CRC screening, which demonstrated a lack of under-
standing of the difference between diagnostic work-up
and screening.

Association of Content Domains and Screening
Intentions

Of the 172 participants who mentioned content domains,
51% intended to pursue CRC screening, 31% intended
not to be screened, and 19% were unable to make a deci-
sion. In a bivariate analysis, individuals who mentioned
any of the content domains had increased odds of inten-
tion to pursue screening compared to those who did not
mention any content domain (OR 3.9, 95% CI 1.5, 10.1).
Similarly, those who mentioned the timing/frequency sub-
domain had increased odds of intention to pursue screen-
ing compared to those who did not mention the timing/
frequency subdomain (OR 14.5, 95% CI 7.0, 30.3).

Process Domains

The decision-making role domain was defined as ‘‘the
person who made the CRC screening decision’’ and was
mentioned by 63% of the 201 participants. The commu-
nication process domain, which included decisions made
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Table 2 Discussion Domains

Content Domains

Domain Define Subdomains Example

Personal Medical
History

Factors specific to the
individual, excluding CRC
screening-specific
information

Personal gastrointestinal
history

The doctor and I decided to schedule
the colonoscopy in case my GI
symptoms didn’t resolve.

General medical problems Due to my other health issues, this
isn’t a top priority at this time. I can
have a colonoscopy if I want to.

Age and life expectancy The doctor said I’d aged out. It’s no
longer necessary.

Family history There’s no family history of colon
cancer so the procedure wasn’t
recommended, given my old age.

CRC Screening-related
Information

Factors specific to the CRC
screening context

General preventive care The doctor ordered all of my health
maintenance exams, including a
referral for a colonoscopy

CRC screening process My doctor asked me how I felt about
getting screened and accepted me
when I said I’d had a bad reaction
with the colonoscopy prep, so we
decided not to get a colonoscopy

Screening test type I’m due for my next screening so I’ll
complete those stool cards.

Risks and benefits I discussed the risks and benefits with
my doctor and we mutually decided
to hold off for another year.

Statistics and guidelines The decision was based on research
and current guidelines that
recommend I not get screened.

Waiting on prior screening
results

We didn’t make a decision yet
because I need to check my records
first, for the next colonoscopy.

Timing/Frequency Timing factors about
screening intervals or how
often screening should occur

Up-to-date The doctor said I was up-to-date so I
don’t need screening at this time.

5-year interval I had a colonoscopy in 2007 and was
told to have one in 5 years and so
the doctor recommended I schedule
a colonoscopy

10-year interval The last time I was screened was 10
years ago.

Other interval specified The doctor reviewed my chart and it
showed a 3-year recommendation
and I last had one done in 2009.

Overdue for screening The doctor looked at my records and
noticed I was overdue and gave me a
referral to set up the appointment.

Environmental
Constraints

Factors in a patient’s
environment perceived as
important to their decision

Financial The doctor recommended having a
colonoscopy and I’d like to have it,
but I can’t for financial reasons.

Transportation We will schedule it at my next visit. I
have some concerns with
transportation I have to work out.

Personal Values Participants’ views/beliefs
regarding CRC screening

Positive screening values I told the doctor I was due, and so I
decided to have screening done
because it’s the wise thing to do.

Negative screening values I have a family history of colon
cancer but I choose not to look for
problems.

(continued)
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via letters or telephone calls, was mentioned as part of
the discussion by only three participants. Last, six parti-
cipants mentioned having had insufficient time to make a
decision.

Table 3 shows the distribution of process domains by
the intention to screen. Forty-nine participants (24%)
mentioned their physician in the screening decision, fol-
lowed by 41 who mentioned themselves in the decision
(20%), and 37 who mentioned a mutual decision process
(18%). Those who mentioned their provider’s role in the
decision-making reported statements such as, ‘‘My doc-
tor said that they don’t recommend colonoscopies past
the age of 75, unless there’s a reason.’’ Participants who
mentioned the mutual process made statements such as,
‘‘The doctor and I considered that my father died of
colon cancer and I’m less than 75 years old and I was
last screened seven years ago.’’

Association of Process Domains and Screening
Intentions

Of those who mentioned process domains, 59 intended
to pursue CRC screening, 49 intended to forgo

screening, and 21 were unable to make a decision.
Exploratory in nature, differences in intention to be
screened emerged by decision-making role. Participants
with any mention of a decision-making role had increased
odds of intention to forgo CRC screening (OR 2.9, 95%
CI 1.5, 5.9) as opposed to those with an intention to pur-
sue screening or who did not make a decision. We also
found that those that mentioned a mutual process had a
slightly lower rate of intention to forgo screening than
either participant-sided or provider-sided decision mak-
ing, but this was not statistically significant (mutual:
10%, participant-sided: 32%, provider-sided: 23%).
Those who mentioned provider-sided decision-making
role less often made no decision than intended to pursue
or forgo screening (13% as compared to 25% and 37%).

Discussion

This study reports on the discussions with providers
about CRC screening that took place among a diverse
sample of older adults. In it, we explore the links between
patient characteristics and patient-reported aspects of
these discussions, and the links between the content and

Table 2 (continued)

Process Domains

Domain Define Subdomains Example

Decision-making roles Roles of the participant or
provider in the decision
making process

Participant made the decision
with no mention of the
provider

It was my decision. I don’t think colon
cancer screening is necessary.

Participant made the decision
with input from provider

The doctor asked if I wanted one, and
I said no.

Participant and provider made
the decision together

The doctor and I came to the decision
together.

Provider made the decision
with input from the
participant

The doctor said I was due and so I
gave tacit approval for the test.

Provider made the decision
with no mention of the
participant

The doctor ordered all of my health
maintenance exams, including a
referral for a colonoscopy.

Communication
Format

The process by which the
decision was made

Letter I received a letter from my doctor
saying I was due for my next
screening, and so I decided I wanted
to get screened.

Phone call I was overdue for screening as I’d
cancelled my last appointment. I’d
planned for last year, so my doctor
called and set up an appointment.

Insufficient Time to
Make Decision

Insufficient time to complete
the decision making process

The doctor and I didn’t have a chance
to finish talking about colon cancer
screening.

CRC, colorectal cancer; GI, gastrointestinal.
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process of these discussions and screening intentions.
Patient preference to pursue screening (as opposed to no
preference or preference to forgo screening), self-reported
good health state, and receipt of the DA were indepen-
dently associated with having a CRC screening discus-
sion. Content analysis of the discussions revealed that
both the process and content of their discussions were
important to patients’ intentions. The CRC screening-
related information domain was the most commonly men-
tioned content domain. Participants who mentioned tim-
ing/frequency of screening as part of the content of their
discussion with providers were more likely to intend to
pursue screening. Decision-making role, the most com-
monly mentioned process domain, was associated with
increased odds of the intention to forgo CRC screening.
Further work is needed to determine whether or not these
findings may lead to potential paths to intervening on
discussions and hopefully screening decisions. Knowing
what happens during a discussion may provide opportu-
nities to change those discussions.

Associations Between Patient Characteristics
and Screening Discussion Occurrence

One interesting characteristic associated with having a
CRC screening discussion was patient baseline preference
to pursue screening. Consistent with prior work in
middle-aged adults, a preference to pursue screening also
appears to increase discussions about screening in
the over 70 age group.13 Though exploratory in nature,

we reassuringly found that a discussion with their pri-
mary care provider shifted a number of patients toward
appropriate final screening intentions. Our previous
work found that 43% of 116 highly educated older adults
would consider getting CRC screening even if their doc-
tors recommended against it.29 While we acknowledge
that patient preferences matter and providers must elicit
them,36 trying to determine the root cause of those pre-
ferences may be even more important. If a patient fears
that a decision to forgo CRC screening may cause a pro-
vider to withhold other potentially life-prolonging treat-
ments, provider reassurance and support instead of
potentially harmful testing without likelihood of benefit
may be the better option than ongoing screening. A
recent effort to increase CRC screening discussions
found that a combined provider/patient-targeted inter-
vention increased CRC screening discussions as opposed
to a provider-only intervention or usual care.37 Our RCT
results will help determine if patient-targeted interven-
tions improve individualized screening. Future work will
need to examine how to best support older adults with
inappropriate preferences and how individualized screen-
ing discussions may impact their trust or satisfaction
with their physicians.

We were encouraged to find that good health state
and receipt of a DA were both associated with having a
discussion, a possible sign of individualized screening.
The USPSTF encourages providers to individualize their
discussions and to discuss screening services only when
there is an expected net benefit.38 Therefore, in the case

Table 3 Distribution of Colorectal Cancer Screening Discussion Domains by Intent to be Screened, n (%).

Domain

Total

(N =201)

Intention to Be
Screened

(n = 93)

Intention to Not
Be Screened

(n = 62)

No Decision
Made

(n = 46) P Value

Content domains
Personal medical history 70 26 (28.0) 30 (48.4) 14 (30.4) 0.03
CRC screening-related information 90 42 (45.2) 29 (46.8) 19 (41.3) 0.85
Timing/frequency 72 60 (64.5) 10 (16.1) 2 (4.4) \0.01
Environmental constraints 4 1 (1.1) 2 (3.2) 1 (2.2) 0.64
Personal values 16 6 (6.5) 6 (9.7) 4 (8.7) 0.75
Total mentions 252 135 77 40

Process domains
Decision-making role

Participant-sided 41 15 (16.1) 20 (32.3) 6 (13.0) 0.02
Mutual process 37 19 (20.4) 6 (9.7) 12 (26.1) 0.07
Provider-sided 49 23 (24.7) 23 (37.1) 3 (6.5) \0.01

Communication format 3 2 (2.2) 0 (0) 1 (2.2) N/A
Insufficient time to make decision 6 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (13.0) N/A
Total mentions 136 59 49 21

CRC, colorectal cancer.
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of CRC screening for older adults, a discussion is war-
ranted particularly for those in good health. However,
physicians’ abilities to appropriately assess likelihood of
benefit and individualize recommendations is imperfect
even in hypothetical situations.39 A recent systematic
review suggests that as decision-making difficulty
increases, decision appropriateness decreases.40 Given
the importance of physician recommendations,13 provi-
ders’ appropriate recommendations may be useful, par-
ticularly when patients either prefer screening but are
unlikely to benefit or prefer to forgo screening but are
likely to benefit. Interestingly, in a recent pilot study
among older adults within the Veterans Affairs system, a
clinical decision support tool to improve providers’
appropriate CRC screening recommendations helped
shift three of six individuals in whom screening was
likely to be beneficial but who initially did not want
screening and three of four who were unlikely to benefit
but initially wanted screening.41 We also found that dis-
cussions shifted patients in a more appropriate direction.
Our results appear to demonstrate that providers offer
CRC screening discussions to those most likely to benefit
and that discussions lead to more appropriate screening
decisions. Future work will need to examine how to best
support providers in their ongoing efforts to individua-
lize screening discussions and recommendations.

Domains of CRC Screening Discussions

Our analysis reveals a possible framework for conceptua-
lizing CRC screening discussions in older adults and sev-
eral avenues for improving the appropriateness of CRC
screening decisions. While most of the domains we dis-
covered have previously been reported in middle-aged
adults in their 50s and 60s, no prior work has presented
the detailed framework in older adults reported here.
Other work in younger populations has shown provider
recommendations,13 family history,14 and patient dis-
comfort with the process7 as important to the screening
decision. We found these domains and more in our anal-
ysis. Similar to a small qualitative study of primary care
providers’ CRC screening discussions in adults of
unknown ages,16 we found older adults reported CRC
screening-related information as the most commonly dis-
cussed content domain. Our finding that the timing/fre-
quency domain was associated with intention to pursue
screening may reflect a continuation of the universal
screening paradigm of middle-aged adults. Additionally,
many older adults favor shorter screening intervals than
currently recommended.42 Patients who discuss timing/
frequency may need more information on the rationale

behind timing/frequency and potentially a shift in discus-
sion to other domains. Interestingly, when participants
mentioned decision-making roles, they were less likely to
be screened, perhaps due to a shift in the discussion away
from the practicalities of screening toward a focus on
more patient-centered care. While providers should obvi-
ously avoid coercion or manipulation of conversations
that mislead patients,43 it remains to be seen if a structured
discussion process where providers deliver an individua-
lized recommendation may improve appropriate, indivi-
dualized care. Interventions to individualize decision-
making and screening discussions may change the content
or process of those discussions and may help improve the
appropriateness of screening decisions.

Limitations

Our ability to interpret the results of this study is limited
because all data were obtained via patient self-report,
which may be subject to recall or social desirability
biases. Different domains may have emerged from direct
observation of clinical encounters. We do not know the
extent of discussions nor did we observe what was dis-
cussed during visits in which CRC screening did not
arise. We did not ask about discussion again at later vis-
its, when other discussions may have occurred. Our sam-
ple included more healthy patients, those who preferred
CRC screening, and patients who received a DA, limit-
ing generalizability. However, as previously stated, our
domains are consistent with those previously reported.
Given our aim to assess the breadth of discussions, we
did not assess the degree of concordance between
researchers and focused more on the insights gained
from discussing coding disagreements and refining our
coding frames.34 Several of our analyses are exploratory
in nature and should not be taken as the final word in
this area of research. We were not powered to assess the
effect of a discussion on the final screening intention,
nor did we look at whether patients actually underwent
screening. Last, none of these associations should be mis-
taken for causation.

Conclusions

In sum, CRC screening discussions appeared to occur
most often for those who preferred screening, healthier
participants, and those who received a DA. Participants
reported variation in both content and process aspects of
their CRC screening discussions. Different domains are
associated with different screening decisions. Future
work is needed to determine how to enhance discussions
to improve the appropriateness of CRC screening.
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